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Decoding beyond the Designed Distance for 
Certain Algebraic Codes 
DAVID MANDELBAUM 
P.O. Box 645, Eatontown, New Jersey 07724 
It is shown how decoding beyond the designed istance can be accomplished 
for a certain decoding algorithm. This method can be used for subcodes of 
generalized Goppa codes and generalized Reed-Solomon codes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A decoding algorithm for generalized Goppa codes is presented here. This 
method directly uses the Euclidean algorithm, it is shown how subcodes of 
these generalized codes can be decoded for errors beyond the designed istance. 
It is proved that all coset leaders can be decoded by this method. Decoding of 
errors beyond the BCH bound may involve solution of nonlinear equations. 
The method used is similar to the use of continued fractions for decoding within 
the BCH bound (Mandelbaum, 1976). The Euclidean algorithm is also used 
by Sugiyama et aL (1975) in a different manner for decoding Goppa codes within 
the BCH bound. 
Section 2 defines the generalized codes and shows the relationship with the 
Mattson-Solomon polynomial. Section 3 defines the decoding algorithm and 
gives, as a detailed example, the decoding of the (15, 5) BCH code for a quadruple 
error. Application to the Golay code is pointed out. This method can also be 
used for decoding the Generalized Reed-Solomon codes constructed by Delsarte 
(1975). Section 4 presents a method of obtaining the original information and 
syndrome in an iterated manner, which results in reduced computation for 
codewords with no errors. 
Other methods for decoding beyond the BCH bound for BCH codes are 
given by Berlekamp (1968) and Harmann (1972). These treat only cyclic codes 
and use the Berlekamp algorithm. 
2. DECODING OF GENERALIZED ~IAXIMAL DISTANCE CODES 
Given a finite field F, let ml(x),...,m~(x ) be nonconstant, relatively prime 
polynomials in F[x] called moduli. Let s i = deg(m~(x)), re(x) = r I  m~(x) and 
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s = deg(m(x)). Let g(x) be a polynomial in Fix] such that g(x) and mi(x ) are 
relatively prime, for each i. 
For an integer r />  1, let .Fr[x ] be the r-dimensional vector space of all 
polynomials over F of degree less than r. The isomophism from Fs[x ] onto the 
direct sum of F~,[x] is defined as 
where 
¢(~(x)) = (udx), udx),..., u,(x)), 
u i ~- g(x) u(x) mod mi(x ). 
(1) 
(2) 
(The ui(x ) are called the residues of u(x), where deg(ui(x)) < s i .) Conversely 
if the vector (dl(x), a2(x),..., as(x)) is given for any ai(x ) where 
then 
deg(di(x)) < deg(mi(x)), 
d(~) = ¢- '  (ai(~),..., a,(x)) (3) 
is given by the Chinese remainder theorem (Mandelbaum, 1968, 1975a) as 
re(x) 
d(x) ~ h(x) L m--~y,(x) mod re(x), (4) 
where h(x) eFs[x ] such that g(x) h(x) ~- 1 rood re(x). Theyi(x) are defined by 
(m(x)/mi(x)) yi(x) =-- di(x ) mod mi(x), 
where deg(yi(x))< si. The polynomial yi(x) can be defined by yi(x)~-- 
zi(x ) di(x) rood mi(x), where (m(x)/mi(x)) zi(x ) =--- 1 rood mi(x ). (See Mandelbaum 
1968, 1975a.) 
Given an integer k, with 0 < k < s, we define C to be the code consisting 
Of the C-images of polynomials of degree less than k. That is: 
c = {¢(u(~)) I ~(~) ~-G[~]}. (6) 
Therefore C is a linear code of constraint length s and dimension k over F. 
The noise effect on the polynomial ui(x ) is described by 
udx) -~ v/x) = ,dx) + ~i(x) (7) 
in the space Fq[x], where deg(ei(x)) < si, deg(vi(x)) < si. As a result, the 
effect of noise on the transmission of u(x) yields a polynomial v(x) in Fs[x ] such 
that 
U(X) eFk[x ] ---> V(x) ~- U(X) -[- e(x) (8) 
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(where deg(e(x)) < s), with 
el(x) ~ g(x) • e(x) mod mi(x) (9) 
and 
vi(x) ~ g(x) v(x) mod mi(x). (10) 
Let T be a subset of {1, 2,..., n). Then e(x) will be called an error of type T 
if ei(x ) = 0 holds unless i E T. The code C can correct all errors whose type T 
satisfies 
Z deg(m~(x)) < (s --  k)/2. (11) 
l ET  
See Mandelbaum (1968, 1975a) for the proof of the above statement. The 
designed distance of this code can be said to be s - -  k + 1. 
If  all the rnt(x ) have the same degree, say h, then s = hn. Then the code C 
can correct errors in [(s - -  k)/2h] residues. 
Now assume that v(x) in (8) is obtained by the receiver from (4). I f  e(x) is 
of type T then e(x) is divisible by mi(x) for each i 6 T, since g(x) • e(x) =- 0 
rood mi(x), which implies that e(x) is a multiple of mi(x), i ~ T. Therefore we 
may write 
e(x)/m(x) ~ b(x)/c(x), with c(x) = I ]  mi(x) (12) 
i~T  
for some polynomial b(x) where deg(b(x))< deg(c(x)). By assumption the 
denominator c(x) has degree ~(s --  k)/2. Therefore from (12) it is seen that 
deg(e(x)) >~ (s + h)/2 > k. 
As a result, from (8) it is seen that the terms of e(x) of degree greater than 
k --  1 are known while those of lesser degree may be "obscured" by the term 
u(x) which is unknown. The leading s --  k symbols of v(x) and therefore of 
e(x) can be said to be the syndrome. However, assume that certain terms of 
u(x) are zero for all u(x). That is, let R be a subset of {0, 1, 2,..., s - -  1}, con- 
taining k, k + 1,..., s --  1; we consider a subcode C* of C whose polynomials 
u(x) = f,_lx ~-1 + ... +fax  + fo (13) 
are subject o the condition f j  = 0 for al l j  c R. Thus if 
e(x) = h~_lx s-~ + h,_zx ~-2 + ... + hlx + ho, (14) 
then hi (i ~ R) will be known from (8). The hi (s -- 1 ~ i >/k) are used for 
decoding up to the designed distance and the hj ( j  < k) are used for decoding 
beyond the designed distance. 
Mattson and Solomon (1961) have shown that any cyclic code can be put 
into the above formulation. That is, let a(x) -  a~_xxS-l+ as_2xS-~+ . . .+  
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alx - /a  o be a code word of a cyclic code A of length s generated by G(x) = 
G,xr + G~._lx*-l-[ - " "+ Glx + Go, where the a i and G i are members of 
GF(q); q is a prime power. Define F(x) such that F(x) G(x) = x ~ --  1 and define 
E(fi) = {e, I F(fi e') = 0}, 0 <~ ei < s, 1 <~ i <~ k, (15) 
where fi is a primitive sth root of unity of the field K where K is the smallest 
field containing GF(q) and the roots of x ~ - -  1. For each a(x) there exists a poly- 
nomial Ga(x) (called the Mattson-Solomon polynomial such that a~ = Ga(fii). 
Then 
Ga(x) = clx ~1 + c2x ~ + "'" + c~x% (16) 
where ei ~ E(fi) and c i ~ K. Also, ek < k. Therefore E(fi) is the complement of 
the set R with respect to the set {0, 1, 2,..., s - -  1}. It can be seen that (16) 
corresponds to (13). To obtain (16), Mattson and Solomon use a finite field 
transform which is a special case of the Chinese remainder theorem. 
Many cyclic codes including the Golay code and some BCH codes have 
actual distance greater than the "BCH distance bound." Also, some such sub- 
codes have unique coset leaders which have weight greater than the general 
error-correcting ability of the code. Assume such a subcode C* is put in the 
formulation of (3) and (13). Assume that the set R is nonempty. Let there be 
an error vector given by 
(el(x), e~(x),..., e,(x)). (17) 
(In practice most of the ei(x) will be zero.) Then the error polynomial is 
e(x) = ~-l(el(x), e2(x ) .... , es(X)). (18) 
By the Chinese remainder theorem there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between (el(x) ..... es(x)) and e(x)). 
Define the syndrome of a received word v(x) = ~ vlx i as the collection of 
coefficients vi ,  where i E R. A polynomial u(x) is called an information poly- 
nomial if u(x)EFk[x ] and the coefficients f i of u(x) are zero for i 6 R. For sub- 
codes such as cyclic codes, the information polynomial may have to satisfy 
other additional requirements. The information polynomial for cyclic codes 
is a Mattson-Solomon polynomial. An information polynomial transformed 
by ¢ is a code vector (or code word). 
We define the coset containing (e~(x) ..... e~(x)) as 
(e~(x),..., e~(x)) + C*. (19) 
LEMMA. Aa members of a given coset have the same syndrome and syndromes 
for different cosets are different. 
The proof is easily obtained by standard means. 
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3. DECODING PROCEDURE 
In the last section we saw there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
coset leader and its syndrome. As a result we use the following definition. 
DEFINITION. An error polynomial e(x) is a correctable rror for the code C* 
if it corresponds to an error vector (el(x),... , es(x)) of minimum weight in the 
coset, (el(x),... , e~(x)) + C*. 
(The weight of any vector (%(x),..., Vs(X)) is defined as the sum of the degrees 
si taken over all i with vi(x) @ 0.) This is equal to the degree of the polynomial 
c(x), where e(x) ~- re(x) b(x)/c(x). For the code C*, assume that the maximum 
weight of all correctable rrors is t*. This is then the maximum degree of all 
polynomials c(x), and equivalently, the maximum weight among all coset 
leaders. 
Given the received vector v(x), the decoding procedure must find the error 
polynomial e(x) = re(x) b(x)/c(x). Since c(x) is a product of certain mi(x) then 
the greatest common divisor (GCD) of e(x) and re(x), written (e(x), m(x)), is 
(e(x), re(x)) = m(x)lc(x) = w(x). (20) 
Thus knowing w(x) we can obtain c(x). 
The Euclidean algorithm for obtaining the GCD of two polynomials over a 
finite field is given by Berlekamp (1968). 
Given the polynomials r(-2)(x) and r(-1)(x), define 
p(-~)(x) = O, p( -1)(x)  = 1, 
(21) 
q(-~)(x) = 1, q(-~)(x) = O, 
and compute a(k)(x), r(~)(x), p(k)(x), and q(~)(x) by the iterative procedure 
r(~-Z)(x) = a(7~)(x) r(~-l)(x) q- r(k)(x), 
p(k)(x) = a(7~)(x) p(k-1)(x) + p(~-2)(x), 
q(~)(x) = a(~)(x) q('~-~)(.) + q(~-'~)(~), 
deg r (7~) < deg r (7~-1), 
(22) 
with k = 0, 1, 2,.... The algorithm will eventually finish with 
Then 
r(~)(x) = O. 
(23) 
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and r(t-1)(x) = (r(-2)(x), r(-1)(x)). See Berlekamp (1968) for proof. I f  we define 
r(-2)(x) = re(x) and r(-1)(x) = e(x) then from (23) 
p(t)(x) W(X) = m(x), 
(24) 
q(t)(x) w(x) = e(x). 
Thus p(t)(x) = c(x) and q(t)(x) = b(x), and 
m(x)(q(t)(x)/p(t)(x) ) = e(x). (25) 
It should be noted that the degrees ofp(t)(x) and q(t)(x) increase with t. 
We use Euclid's algorithm knowing e(x) incompletely since e(x) = v(x) --  u(x), 
and v(x) is completely known from the operation ¢-l(v~(x),..., v~(x)), while u(x) 
is unknown. Let E be the complement of the set R with respect o {0, 1, 2,..., 
s - -  1}. Since u(x) has nonzero coefficients only in positions of the set E, then 
the coefficients of e(x) corresponding to elements of the set R (which include 
the s -- k high-order coefficients) are known. (This is the syndrome.) 
The description of the decoding method is as follows. Suppose we know the 
error polynomial e(x) obtained from a correctable rror vector, where 
e(x) = hs_lX s-1 @ "" -@ hlx -+ h o . (26) 
If  we go through the iterations given by (22) with r ( -2)(x)= re(x) and 
r~-l)(x) = e(x), using (21); then ultimately the algorithm will terminate with 
r(t)(x) = 0 for some t. Then p(t)(x) = c(x), q(t)(x) = b(x) and if we calculate 
m(x) q(t)(x)/p(t)(x) we will get the original e(x) given by (26), Also, deg(c(x)) ~ t*. 
There is only one such polynomial fraction re(x) b(x)/c(x) that equals e(x), and 
it corresponds to a correctable rror since if there were two, they would both 
be in the same coset. However, in reality, the coefficients in (26) corresponding 
to the set E are unknown. Suppose there are k* integers in E. A naive, totally 
brute force method of decoding would be to substitute all combinations of 
elements of F in the unknown coefficients of (26) and for each different case go 
through iterations (22) to obtain a p(t)(x) and a q(t)(x) if and when r(t)(x) = O. 
Call each different cases (combination) of assumed values for the unknowns 
in (26) D i . I f  there are q elements in F, then there are qT~* distinct D i . Let 
B ~- {D1,33  ,..., hq~.}. Using a certain Oi if r(t)(x) = 0 and deg(p(*)(x)) < t*, 
we calculate m(x) q~t)(x)/p(t)(x) and compare it with the current e(x); i.e., with 
(26) with D~ substituted for the unknown coefficients. Of course, it is seen that 
this trial and error method is prohibitively lengthy. To decrease the complexity 
we use the following scheme. 
Suppose we go through iterations (22) with e(x)= r(-1)(x) in a formal 
algebraic manner. That is, where hi in (16) is unknown because i E E, we sub- 
stitute the symbol Oi. We then begin iterations (22) with r(-2)(x) ~ re(x) and 
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r(-1)(x) = e(x, B), where e(x, B) denotes (26) with 0 i substituted for every h i 
such that i ~ E. The result of the first iteration is the formal equation 
re(x) = a(°)(x, B) e(x, B) @ r(°)(x, B), 
where a(°)(x, B) is perhaps a function of the unknown 0 i and 
deg(a(°)(x, B)) = s - -  deg(e(x, B)). 
This degree is known since the degree of e(x, B) is known (deg(e(x, B)) ~> h 
for a nonzero syndrome). Also, from (21) p(°l(x) ~ a¢°l(x, B). I f  the weight of 
the actual error is deg(a(°l(x, B)) then the iteration must terminate here and 
r(°l(x, B) ~ O. This implies that the coeffÉcients of rt°)(x, B) are zero. Setting 
these coefficients to zero formally gives certain relationships (equations) among 
the unknown 0i that should limit the number of different solutions for the 0i. 
That is, it is possible that we now have a smaller set of different combinations 
of the 0i to substitute in a¢°)(x, B). That is, we have narrowed own the combi- 
nations of possible unknowns to the set of cases B 0 , where B 0 C B. Let the 
members of Bo be denoted by B~); i ~ 1, 2,.... For each value of a(°)(x, B(o i)) 
for each case in B 0 we calculate q(°)(x) and p(°)(x). The first estimate of the 
error polynomial is then e(°)(x)= m(x) q(O)(x)/p(O)(x) for i ~ 1; i.e., for 
B(i) ~ B(ol). I f  e(°)(x) is equal to e(x) in all known positions R, then we have 0 
found the true error polynomial. I f  e(°)(x) va e(x), then we use B(02) in a(°)(x, B(o i)) 
and so obtain another estimate mix ) q(°)(x)/p(O)(x). If this does not agree with 
e(x), we use B~o a) and so on. I f  the degree of the actual error is deg(p(°)(x, B(0 i)) 
then we must succeed with some B(o i) since the Euclidean algorithm gives the 
GCD of re(x) and e(x), and we have not lost information by formally mani- 
pulating with the inknowns Oi • 
I f  this first set of estimates e(°)(x) for all the B (~) does not yield a correct result, 
we continue iterations (22) with k = 1, yielding the formal equation 
in the unknowns 0i that occur in the positions E of (26). If the weight of the actual 
error is deg(p(1)(x, B)) then the iteration must terminate here and then 
r(Xl(x, B) = 0 for some member of B. Setting the coefficients to zero formally 
gives different relationships among the unknown 0 i that should limit the 
number of different solutions for the 0 i. Call the set of combinations 
of possible unknowns B1, where B I_CB. The members of B 1 are  B[ i), 
i = 1, 2,.... We find the value of am(x, B~I i)) for each member Ba (~) of B 1 . 
(In practice am(x, B~ i)) may be a function of only some or none of the unknowns 
0 i,) We then obtain the second set of estimates era(x) -- re(x) qm(x)/pm(x) 
for all B[ ° in B~. That is, there will be an era(x) for each B[ ° in B~. If  none of 
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these equal e(x) in positions R given by (26) then we continue the iteration with 
k = 2 in (22) giving 
r(°)(x, B)  = a(2)(x, B)  r(1)(x, B) + r(m(x, B), 
and so on, with increasing k. Ultimately we must obtain the correct e(x) since 
we have tried all possibilities to obtain the GCD of re(x) and (26). In practice 
the procedures i simpler in execution than in concept. Some examples illustrate 
the procedures involved before the algorithm is formally defined. 
EXAMPLE I. Consider the binary BCH (15, 5) code which corrects all triple 
random errors. It is known that this code has some cosets whose leaders have 
weight at least 5 (Gorenstein et al.). Therefore some errors beyond the designed 
distance (BCH) bound) can be correctly decoded. The Mattson-Solomon poly- 
nomial for this code (see Peterson and Weldon, 1972, p. 218) is 
ga(X) = c18x 8+ ci4x 4 + q2x~ + qx  + Co, (27) 
where q e GF(2 a) and c o is 0 or 1. Thus E = {0, 1, 2, 4, 8} and R = {3, 5, 6, 7, 
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14}. The moduli mi(x) are given by 
mi(x) = x - -  3 i, 1 ~ i < s - -1 ,  
where s = 16 and/3 is a root of x a + x - l -  1 = 0 .  A l so ,  re(x) = x 15-  1 and 
g(x) ~ 1. Then the code word is given by 
¢(u( . )  - -  ¢ (go(x) )  = { .1 ,  .= ,..., .~} ,  
where ui ~ ga(fl i) and ui ~ 0 or  1. Suppose that c 1 = 13 and c o = 0 in (27). 
This gives the code word (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0). Suppose now 
that the first three components and the last component are received in error. 
Then the received vector is (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1). We use. 
(4) to obtain d(x) = v(x) with h(x) ~ 1, and (m(x)/mi(x))z i ~ 1 mod m~(x) 
For mi(x ) = x --  13~ then 
X15 I s--1 Z,  s--1 
x : - -~v ~, mod(x - -  13') = z~ I ]  (13~ - -  130 = ~ ~ 13k, 
since (fi* --  fiJ) @ (fi' - -  fie) for i 5k k and ,8' :fi 13~ --  13k for k ~ i. Therefore 
k=l  
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and z i ~ 5 i. Then from (4) we have 
v(x) = 512x 14 + 5~x ~ + 51~x 1~ + 53x ~ + xlO + 59x9 + 59x8 + 56x7 
+ 5~x 6 + x ~ + 5ax * + 5ax a + 56x ~ + 5~x. (28) 
Since E = {8, 4, 2, 1, 0} we have 
e(x, B) = 5~2x 14 + 5gxla + ~2xi2 + 53x 11 + x ~° + 5"x ~ + Osx 8 + 5Gx 7 
-~ 56X 6 + X 5 + 04 N4 -~- 53X 3 + 02X 2 + 01 + 00 ; (29) 
i.e., the unknown coefficients of g~(x) hide certain coefficients of e(x). We now 
carry out iterations (22) on r(-Z)(x) = re(x) and r(-1)(x) ~ e(x, B). Thus 
~(-~) (~)  _ ~(0)(~) ~(-1)(~) + ~0)(~), 
where a (°) = 53x q- 1, 
/'(O)(x ) = 57X 13 -~ 54X 12 -{- 511X l0 ~- (8308 -@ 89) X 9 -~- (08 -~ 89) X 8 
+/35x 7+ 5~x 6 + (5304 + 1) x 5 + . . . .  
(The dots indicate that lower terms follow but are not listed since they are not 
needed in the decoding computation.) Then 
p(O~(x) = a~6)(x) p(-~)(x) + p(-~)(x) = a(°~(x) =- 5~x + 1, 
and our first estimate of the error is 
• (O)(x) = m(x) q(°)(x)/p(6)(x) = 51~ ~ + 59x ~ + 5'x~ +. . . .  
This is not the correct error polynomial since the coefficient of x TM disagrees 
with the corresponding coefficient in (29). 
We now go to the second iteration where we calculate a(1)(x) and r(1)(x) in 
r" ) (x)  -= a(1)(x) rC°)(x) + r(1)(x). Then 
~(1)(~) = ~1~3 + 5"x~* + (5~o~ + 53) x~O + (5% + 5 ~) x 3 + (o~ + 5 lo) ~ 
+ 5~°x ~ + (~o4 + 5 ~) .6 + .... 
As a result, 
p(1)(x) -= a(1)(x) p(°)(x) + p(-1)(x) = (flSx)(flax + 1) q- 1 = fiSxZ + fiSx + 1, 
q(*~(.) = a('(x) q(°)(x) + q( - ' (x )  = 5~x. 
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Then the second estimate is 
~m(~) = re(x) qm(x)/pm(~) = 31~x1~ + 3~x1~ + 31~x~2 + 3~xll + 3xlO + ..., 
which disagrees with (29) in the coefficient of x 1°. 
The third estimate then comes from the division represented by 
~lo)(x) = a(~)(.) ~(i)(x) + ~(~'(x). 
Then 
a(~)(~) = 31% 
,(~)(x) =_ (3~o~ + 3~) x~l + (o~ + 31o) ~o + (3~o~ + 3,) x~ 
+ (o~ + 3.) xS + (fi~o4 + 3~) x~ + ..., 
#~)(x) =- fifx a + x ~ + fl~x + 1, 
q(~)(x) = x 2 + 1, 
and the third estimate is 
e(=)(x) = m(x) q(2!(x)/p(~'(x) = 31~xI~ + fgx~ + 31~x1~ + 3~x1~ 
+ X 10 -~- f6x9 + ..., 
which disagrees with (29) in the coefficient of x 9. 
Using the next iteration 
rm(x) -- a("~(x) r'~)(x) + r(~'(x), 
we have 
f 123C 
a(a)(x) = fiaO8 + fla ' 
r(.~(x) = (f~o~ + 3% + fg)x19 ( f%.  + ~% + ~.)x~ 
ff0s _~_/~1~ + /~30s q_ t313 -[- """ 
Setting these coefficients of x 1° or x 9 to zero, we have the same equation, namely, 
f20s~ + 08 + l :0  
or  
0# + 31.0~ + 31~ = (08 + 3)(o8 + fl~) = o. 
Thus the solutions are 0 s : /3 ,  f12, Then the first case of the fourth estimate uses 
08 : fi, giving 
a(a)(x) = fix, 
p(a)(x) := 134x 4 -4- fix ~ @ flax2 + fi2x + 1, 
q(")(x) = 5x, + 3~, 
and the resulting estimate is 
re(x) (q(")(x)/!;")(x) = 31~x~ + fl°x 1" + "., 
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which differs from (29) in the second term. The second case of the fourth iteration 
uses the solution 0 s ----- fi12, giving 
a(a)(x) --_ ~6x, 
p~a@) =/S~x 4+/3%~ + ~x ~ + 5"x + 1, 
qc.,(x) = 5%~ + ~%. 
Then the estimate for this case is 
e(a)(x) = m(x) q(S'(x)/p(a)(x) = fi12x14 @ fi9xla + ]~12x12 "j- /~3xll + X 10 12- ]~9X9 
+ B~X 8 + B~X ~ + /3%~ + X 5 + 5% ~ + ~X ~ + ~aX~ + 59X. 
This agrees with (29) in all terms denoted by the set R and thus is the true 
error polynomial since the degree ofp(a)(x) indicates that there were four errors 
and this error was decoded unambiguously. Thus 
e(x) = re(x) b(x)/c(x) = m(x) q(a)(x)/p(a)(x) 
m(x)(~6x ~ 47 [39x) m(x)([312xa + x) 
~9x4 + 56x 3 + ~ax~ + 59x + 1 x~ + 512x 3+ ~4x2 + x + 5 ~ 
-U#y +. ~ xT~ +xT~a]. 
However, it is unnecessary to find the above partial fraction. Instead the infor- 
mation polynomial is derived from u(x) = v(x) --  e(x). We see that the solving 
of equations occurred only in the last iteration when we were decoding beyond 
the BCH bound. For decoding for a number of errors within the BCH bound, 
no unknown explicity entered into the actual computation of these estimates. 
(This is shown in general ater.) However, calculation of the remainder (O(x) 
must involve terms containing unknowns for use if decoding beyond the BCH 
bound is necessary, i.e., if no error term is found for a number of errors within 
the BCH bound. For this example it was seen that a quadratic equation over 
GF(24) had to be solved. It should be noted that r(°)(x), rCl)(x) were not identically 
equal to zero; i.e., they did not have leading terms that could be set to zero. 
Therefore it was not necessary to calculate the estimates for these iterations, 
namely, e(°)(x), e(1)(x). That is, the division indicated by re(x)q(i)(x)/p(i)(x) 
for i = 0, 1 did not have to be carried out and the decoder could just have gone 
to the next iteration since it was impossible for r(i)(x), i = 0, 1, to be zero. 
EXAMPLE 2. In this example we use an artificial and inefficient code only to 
illustrate a point in the decoding process. The Mattson-Solomon polynomial 
will be 
g~(x) = cgx 9 + csx 5 + cax 3 + c~x 2 + qx + Co, 
64si35/3-4 
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where ci c GF(24) for i : 9, 5, 3, 2, 1, 0. The moduli are 
mi(x ) = x --  /3i, 1 ~ i ~ s - -1 ,  
ms(x) = x, i = s, 
where s = 16 and/3 is a root of x 4 -j- x -t- 1 ~ 0. Then m(x) = x 19 q- x. Also, 
g(x) = h(x) = 1. The code is not binary but has coordinates from GF(24). 
Assume again that errors occur in the first three and the next-to-last coordinates, 
i.e., corresponding to the moduli x - -  1, x --/3, x --/3z, x --/33. We use (4) 
to obtain d(x) = v(x) with (m(x)/m~(x)) zi ~ 1 rood mi(x), 1 <~ i <~ s. However, 
in this case it can be easily seen (Mandelbaum, 1975a) that every zg = 1. Then 
from (4) we get for any code word 
e(x, B) =/312x14 -~/39xla +/312x12 -@/33xll -@ X 10 -il- 09X9 _1~ ~12X8 
-~-/36X7 @ /36X6 -~- 05X 5 ~- ..., 
since e(x)= v (x ) -  u (x )= v (x ) -  ga(x). Then as we go through iterations 
(22) with r(-2)(x) = rn(x), r(-1)(x) = e(x, B): 
a(°~(x) : /3~x 2 + x +/310, 
~(O,(x) =/3~x1~ + (/3% +/3~) ~11 + (09 +/30 x19 + (/31% +/3~) ~9 
+/31~x~ + (/3W+/311) x7 + .... 
The resulting estimate (°~(x) does not give the correct e(x) since the leading term 
of r(°)(x) can never be zero. Then 
a(1)(x) =/35x2 ~_ (/309 _~_/310) x -]- (/312092 -~/32), 
rm(x) = (093 +/3900~ +/3% + 1) x 11 + (/312093 +/3909~' +/3"09 +/39) xlO + .... 
Setting rm(x) = 0 we get 
093 -]- /39092 -~- /3609 "@ 1 = 0, 
/312093 @ /39092 ._~ /3309 _~_ /39 = 0. 
(30) 
(31) 
The solution 09 that gives the correct e(x) must be common to both equations. 
Therefore rather than solve each equation, we take the GCD of the polynomials 
on the left-hand sides of (30) and (31), again by the Euclidean algorithm, since 
the correct 09 must be a solution when this GCD is set to zero. The GCD turns 
out to be, using (22),/3309 +/312. Then 
~309 ~_ ~12 : 0 
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yields 09 -- fig. It can be checked that this gives 
e(x)=m(x) [  1 1 1 ! ] 
~-1 + x~-fi  + x -5  - - ~+ x ~3 " 
This example was used to illustrate the point that if we obtain two or more 
nonlinear equations in the same unknown, we can find the GCD first and then 
solve for the unknown by setting the GCD to zero, resulting in the solution of 
a lower-degree quation. 
It  is now shown that equations do not have to be solved if the number of 
errors is within the BCH bound. For the codes of Section 2, the BCH bound 
states that code C can correct (s -- k)/2 errors. We assume that the error poly- 
nomial e(x) derived from v(x) has the form 
e(x) = bs_i x~-i + bs_~x ~-~" + "" + bkx ~ + Ok_i x~-I + 07~_2x k-2 + ... + 00, 
where the bi are known members of the field F. The first iteration of (22) gives 
m(x) -~ a(°)(x) e(x) q- r(°)(x), deg(r~°)(x)) < deg(e(x)). 
Now 
a(°)(x) e(x) = a(°)(x) b,_i x ' - i  + ... + a(°)(x) Ok_i x~-i + ..., 
so that a(°)(x)e(x) and therefore r(°)(x) can have the unknown Ok_ i as part of 
the coefficient of 
Xk- l+deg(a(°) (x) )  
but no higher coefficient. The second iterations is 
e(x) = aa)(x) r(°}(x) -]- ra)(x), deg(r(i)(x)) < deg(r(O)(x)). 
Therefore the unknown 0~_ i can appear in the coefficient of the term 
xk-i+aeg(~ (°)(~,)+aeg(~")(~)) of a(i'(x) r (°)(x) 
but not in any higher term. Then this is true of r(i)(x) also. If the iterations are 
continued then r(h)(x) can have the unknown 01~_ 1 in the term having exponent 
h 
k-  1 + Z deg(a(i'(x)) (32) 
i=0 
but in no higher terms. It also can be easily seen that 
h 
deg(p(m(x)) = ~, deg(a(i)(x)). (33) 
i=0 
The multiplicity of the error is equal to deg(p(*)(x)) if the correct error poly- 
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nomial is e(t)(x) = re(x) q")(x)/p~*)(x). Then for decoding within the BCH bound 
deg(p(°(x)) ~ [(s --  k)/2]. Now the degree of each quotient a(~)(x) is given by 
deg(al°)(x)) = s --  deg(e(x)), 
deg(#i'(x)) = deg(e(x)) --  deg(r(O)(x)), 
deg(a~2~(x)) ---- deg( r~° ' (x ) )  - -  deg( ra~(x) ) ,  
deg(a" ' (x ) )  ---- deg( r " -~ ' (x ) )  - -  deg( r " - l ' (x ) ) ,  
deg(a"~(x)) = deg(r"-~)(x)) --  deg(rlt-1)(x)). 
Adding these equations gives 
deg(p"'(x)) = ~ deg(a ' t~(x) )  = s - -  deg(r"-l)(x)), (34) 
/~=0 
so that 
deg(r"-l)(x)) = s --  deg(p")(x))/> s - -  [(s - -  k)/2] ) (s -[- k)/2. (35) 
Because the error polynomial is e(*)(x), 
r"-~)(x) ~_ a")(x) r"-l '(x), 
since riO(x) ~- O. Then r(t-~)(x) has 0k-a in a term of maximum possible exponent 
k -  1 + Z deg(a<S~)(x)) (36) 
h=0 
and r"-l)(x) has 0~_ 1 in a term of maximum possible exponent 
t--1 
k-  1 + ~, deg(a~n'(x)). (37) 
/~=o 
So from (35) and (37) we see that 
¢--I ~--1 
(s + k)/2 --  k -[- 1 --  Z deg(a<h'(x)) = (s -- k)/2 + 1 -- ~ deg(a<n'(x)) 
h=O /~=0 
~> deg(a")(x)) -t- 1 
since 
t 
deg(a<h)(x)) = deg(p" ) (x ) )  ~ [(s - -  k)/2].  
h=O 
Therefore r"-l)(x) has at least deg(Me)(x)) + 1 nonzero leading terms that do 
not involve any unknowns. Then r~*-2)(x) must have more than deg(a~*)(x)) + 1 
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leading terms that do not involve any unknowns. Thus a(*)(x) has no terms that 
involve unknowns 0i . We therefore have shown the following 
THEOREM 1. For decoding within the BCH bound, only the terms of degree k 
and greater of e(x) and re(x) need be used. In calculating each r(i)(x) again only 
terms of degree k and greater need be kept. When a remainder r re(x) is obtained that 
has all its terms of degree k and greater identically equal to zero, then the whole 
of r(*)(x) = 0 and the correct error polynomial is e(x) = re(x) q(t)(x)/p(~)(x). 
It is seen for decoding within the BCH bound that the calculation 
re(x) q(O(x)/p(~)(x) need only be made when the terms of degree k and greater 
of some r(t)(x) equal zero. 
We now formally define the algorithm to be used. Let t* be the greatest 
weight of any coset leader. 
ALGORITHM. 1. Obtain v(x) by means of (4). This gives e(x, B) with 
unknowns 0 i in positions corresponding to elements of the set E. 
2. Set e(x, B) = r(-1)(x) and m(x) : r~-2)(x). Set i = 0. 
3. Calculate r~i)(x), a(i)(x) by means of (22). Calculate p(i)(x), q(i)(x) 
by means of (22) and (21). 
4. If r(i)(x) has a nonzero leading term which does not involve any 
unknowns Oi, increment i by 1 and go to step 3. 
5. I f  r(i)(x) has a leading term which involves one or more unknowns 
Oi and a(~)(x) does not involve unknowns Oi then compute the ith estimate 
e(i)(x) ~-m(x)q(i)(x)/p(i)(x). I f this estimate e(i)(x) equals v(x) in positions 
corresponding to the set R then this is the correct error polynomial. If e(i)(x) 
does not match up with v(x) in the appropriate positions then increment i by 1 
and go to step. 3. I f  a(i)(x, B) involves unknowns go to step 6. 
6. I f  a(i)(x, B) involves unknowns 0 i where i is a member of the set of 
integers E then set rm(x) ---- 0 and solve enough equations obtained by setting 
coefficients to zero to obtain the smallest possible common set of values of 
0 i , where i E E. (If we obtain two or more nonlinear equations in one unknown 
O h then the GCD of these polynomials hould be set to zero.) That is, we find 
the intersection of all possible values of the unknowns in a(~)(x, B). This gives 
one or more values of a(i)(x) where all coefficients are then known. Using all 
these values of a(~)(x), calculate the corresponding sets ofp(i)(x), q(i)(x). If  there 
are d such sets then we have d estimates e(i)(x) ~ re(x) q(i)(x)/p(i)(x). I f  one or 
more of these agrees with v(x) in the syndrome positions then we are finished. 
I f  deg(p(i)(x)) ~ t* and no correct error estimate has been found then some 
mistake in calculation has been made. If deg(p(i)(x)) < t* then increment i 
by 1 and to to step 3. 
(It should be noted that if more than one estimate e(i)(x) agrees with v(x) 
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in the syndrome positions then this coset has multiple leaders of the same weight.) 
It also should be noted that in going from one iteration to the next (i.e., when 
incrementing i) the original pli)(x, B) and q(il(x, B) must be retained. These 
are the polynomials that possibly contain the unknowns as part of their coeffi- 
cients before substitution with values obtained from solutions of equations. 
(These come from coefficients of the remainder r(i)(x) set to zero.) 
THEOREM 2. Some estimate li)(x), i ~ t*, equals e(x) = v(x) -- u(x) when- 
ever the error polynomial e(x) is correctable, i.e., whenever e(x) corresponds to 
a coset leader. 
Proof. I f  e(x) is correctable then there exist polynomials b(x) and c(x) such 
that e(x) = m(x) b(x)/c(x) and c(x) is a factor of m(x). Thus e(x) and m(x) have 
the greatest common divisor w(x) = m(x)/c(x). (It is apparent that (b(x), c(x)) = 1 
since b(x)/c(x) has the form 
b(x) = V bi 
c(x) ~ m,(x)' 
where b i ~F and the m~(x) are relatively prime.) Then applying the Euclidean 
algorithm to e(x) and re(x) there must exist a j such that r~)(x) = 0. Setting 
all coefficients to zero and getting the intersection of all possible solutions of the 
unknowns in e(x) must give the correct error polynomial m(x)q~)(x)/p~J)(x). 
I f  we obtain two or more re(x)qlJ)(x)/pCJ)(x) such that both agree with v(x) 
in positions corresponding to the set R, but disagree in some other position, 
then we have more than one coset leader of the same weight. To reiterate, by 
finding all the a¢~)(x) corresponding to solving rlJ)(x) = 0 for all unknowns, 
we must find the correct coset leader for some j. 
Methods of finding the roots of nonlinear equations over finite fields have been 
obtained by Berlekamp et al. (1967) and Chein et al. (1969). 
EXAMPLE 3. This method can be applied to the (23, 12) binary Golay code. 
This code has (s -- k)/2 = 2 and yet can correct all triple errors. Mattson and 
Solomon (1961) have shown that this code can be put into a form consistent 
with (1) and (2). Here g(x) = 1 and 
u(x) = flsX is + f~6x ~6 + f~3x ~ + f~2x ~2 + f9 x9 q- f8 xs + f4x 4 q- f~x 2 + fix. 
The code word ¢(u(x)) has binary components hat may be obtained by multi- 
plying the binary generator polynomial with the binary information polynomial 
(Peterson and Weldon, 1972). Then u(x) is obtained from (~(u(x)) by (4), which 
in this case reduces to a finite field transformation (Chien and Choy, 1975; 
Mattson and Solomon, 1961). Theft  will be members of GF(211) = F. For this 
code 
R = {0, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22}. 
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Suppose that three errors have occurred and e(x, B) is given by 
e(x, B) = b22x 22 -t- b21 x21 -1- b20 x20 @ hi9 x19 31- 018 x18 ~- hi7 x17 '1- 016 x16 @ b25 x15 
-k biax ~4 + 013 x23 + "'" + Os x8 + b7 x7 @ b6 x6 @ b5 x~ + 04 x4 + '", 
where the b i are known members of F and the 0i are unknowns. Now suppose 
for a given example all the quotients a(i)(x) turn out to be linear. Then 
a(O)(x) = y2x + y~, 
am(x) = yax + Y~, 
and 
x (r7028 + 78) 
a(2)(x) - ys02s + 76 + (75018 + 76) 2 ' 
where 7i are obtained through computation in iteration (12) and are therefore 
known elements ofF.  Setting the two leading coefficients of r(m(x) to zero (i.e., 
the coefficients of x 19 and x 18) gives two equations of the form 
330~8 + 320~s + 3202s + 31202s01G + 34026 + 30 = 0, 
r 3 t 2 t 8 3028 + 3 2028 + 3'102s + 32~02s026 + 3'4016 + 3'0 = 0, 
(38) 
where all the coefficients 3i, 8'i are known members of F (by calculation). 
A quadric equation (QE) in 02s is derived from (38). Also, if the coefficients of 
x s and x 7 in r(2)(x) are set to zero then we obtain the equations 
)~20118 27 ~1018 -@ )t1201804 "-[- )t404 @ ~0 = 0, 
t 2 t ;~ 2028 + ;t'1018 + ;~2202804 + ;~'40~ + ~'0 = 0, 
(39) 
where all the coefficients Ai, A'i are calculated members ofF.  A cubic equation 
(CE) in 018 is derived from (39). The GCD of equations QE and CE is then 
obtained using the Euclidean algorithm; i.e., we obtain the intersection of 
solutions of these two equations. It is probable that in most examples this 
GCD will be of lower degree than either QE or CE. The formal algorithm given 
previously is used for decoding. It should be pointed out that the coefficients 
of x s and x 7 in r(2)(x) were used since the set R contains the consecutive integers 
5, 6, 7, thus giving a fairly large "window" on e(x). 
Other situations in decoding the Golay code are those in which one of the 
a(J)(x) is of second degree. These situations also yield two nonlinear equations 
in 01s, one of which is no greater than fourth degree and the other no greater 
than third degree. The same decoding method is used. 
It has been shown by Mattson and Solomon (1961) that all cyclic codes can be 
put in forms (1) and (2) by means of the Mattson-Solomon polynomial, which 
is a finite field transform. The codes defined in Section 1 and in Mandelbaum 
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(1968, 1975a) and the Chien-Choy generalized codes comain the Goppa codes 
and BCH codes. Therefore all these codes can be decoded for errors beyond the 
designed distance. Subcodes of the generalized Reed-Solomon codes as con- 
structed by Delsarte (1975) can also utilize this procedure. 
The maximum amount of computation for decoding a given code beyond 
the designed distance can be determined by going through iterations (22) 
until one reaches a p(~)(x, B) such that deg(p(O(x, B)) = t*, where t* is the 
maximum weight of a coset leader. This Can be done in a formal algebraic 
manner as with the Golay code example, above. There may be different paths 
to follow, obtained by allowing a(i)(x, B) to be of varying degrees. For example, 
it was determined that decoding of the binary (15, 5) BCH code for quadruple 
errors involved the solutions of at worst a cubic equation in the unknown 0 s . 
4. ITERATED METHOD FOR INVERSE TRANSFORMATION 
The calculation of v(x) by means of (4) can be said to be the syndrome 
evaluation. If e(x) = 0, then v(x) = u(x) and a significant reduction of the cal- 
culation used to obtain u(x) can be accomplished for low-rate codes. 
The operation ~-l(dl(x),..., d~(x)) can be accomplished (Garner, 1959; 
Knuth, 1969) in an iterative manner by means of the algorithm 
yl(x) = a~(x) (rood m~(x), 
y2(X) = (d2(x) - -  y l (x))  c12(x) mod m2(x) ,  
: (40)  
y~(x) = (..-((a~(x) -y~(~)) c~(x) -y2(x) c~(x) . . . .  
- -  y~-l(x)) c(~-l)~(x) mod m~(x), 
and 
d(x) = y,,(x) m~_~(x) ... m~(x) + ' "  + v#:) m2(x) ml(x) + y~(x) ~(x) + vl(x) 
where cij(x ) mi(x) ~ 1 mod mj(x). Thus the cij are known constants. 
A reduction in the amount of calculation required for the evaluation of v(x) 
when e(x) = 0 is due to the following argument. Let S' be a subset of T and 
I-[ mi(x) = m'(x) with s' = deg(m'(x)) 
i~S" 
such that s' is as close as possible to but not less than (s -q- k)/2. Assume all 
errors that occur are of type T such that 
deg(mi(x)) < (s -- k)/2. 
i~T 
i~S p 
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Then since using only the moduli  corresponding to S' ,  
e'(x) = m'(x) V(x)lc'(x), 
where deg(c'(x)) ~ (s --k)12. As a result 
deg (e'(x)) >/s ' - - (s  - -  k)12 >/(s + k)12 -- (s i h)12 = k. 
Therefore such an error is always detectable since deg(v(x))-~ deg(e(x)@ 
deg(u(x)) = deg(e(x)). Thus if no errors have occurred, deg(v(x ) )= 
deg(u(x)) < k. 
Therefore we can renumber the moduli so that the moduli in S'  correspond 
to the new subscripts {1, 2, 3,..., r}. Then the operation ¢-l(ul(x),... , u+(x)) 
can be performed using (40). If  the resulting d(x) has degree less than k, we know 
that no error has occurred and that d(x) = u(x). I f  deg(d(x)) k we continue 
the iterative procedure with the remaining moduli  to obtain v(x) for the decoding 
procedure. For  the case when e(x) :/= O, the same amount of computation is 
needed to obtain v(x) with (40) as with (4) (see Lipson, 1971). However, for the 
case when no errors occur, considerable savings in computation can be achieved 
by use of (40) if s - -  k is not small compared with s. For example, if s - -  k ~ s/2 
then almost one-fourth of the computation of ¢-1 can be saved for the case of 
zero errors. 
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